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Fly n Natural: Stacey G.
Written on August 7th, 2009 at 10:40 am by afroniquely

0 Comments and 1 Reaction

Stacey G from Los Angeles, CA …been natural for 10 years.

Welcome to Afroniquely You.
Hi I'm Sasha-Shae Shaw and I
love all things natural hair,
fashion, beauty and
creativity. Here at Afroniquely
You it's my goal to offer tips
on making the natural hair
journey easier, more beautiful
and fulfilling. Also, since we are not only
about our hair, learn some ways to improve
your lifestyle, cute fashions and great beauty
tips.
If you like what you see please leave a
comment. I invite you to stay awhile, sit
back, and experience some beautiful and
helpful tips with me. Enjoy!
read more about my journey

join us here:

Think AY is awesome? Want to give us a pat on the
back?

afroniquely inspired
Stacey

she shares a tid bit:
“I would just like to start by saying that I LOVE LOVE LOVE your website. So often people attach
a negative stigma to having natural hair: that it represents rebellion or being unkempt. But
thanks to your website, you represent the new natural woman. Thank you so much.” –Thank
You Stacey!!
Making the choice..

I made the decision to natural when I was 13 years old because I was tired of the burn from
relaxers and the scabs that would appear as a result. So I said “Mommy no more!” Ten years
later, I dont regret that decision one bit.
Now I generally keep my hair natural but will press it from time to time for special occasions. I
love experimenting with different styles and products.
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Stacey rocking her fro-puff

Categories: Best Blog Posts, Blog of the Year,
Blog to Watch. Thank you for your support :)

support our sponsors!

Stacey's press and curl

Some products..
At the moment I’ve found alot of success getting my hair to grow using Jane Carter Solution
products, specifically their Moisture Nourishing Shampoo, Nutrient Replenishing Conditioner, and
Revitalizing Leave-In Conditioner. I also really like Carol’s Daughter products.
Thank you again for this amazing platform for others like me!

